PART I.
l Let ΣΓ=o^ be a given series and (s n ) be the sequence of its partial sums. Let (p n ) be a sequence of real numbers and P n = Po + Pi + + Pn-We suppose that P n Φ 0 for all n. The series Σ a n is called to be summable (N, p n ) to s when lim^*, t n exists and is equal to s, where
t n is called the nt\ι (N, p n ) mean or wth Norlund mean.
In the special case in which p n = ( n + a ~~ \ -Aΐ~ι(a > 0), the Norlund mean reduces to the (C, a) mean. Another special case that p n = l/(n + 1), is called the Harmonic mean. The condition for the regularity of summability (AT, p n ), is p n /P n ->0 and Σ |p*| = O(|P W |) as ^-oo .
k=0
If (p n ) is a positive sequence, then the second condition is satisfied. It is also easy to see that, if (p n ) is an increasing sequence, then a (C, 1) summable sequence is summable (N, p n ). We shall define p(t) on the interval (0, oo) such that p(n) = p n for n = 0, 1, 2, and that p(t) is continuous on (0, oo) and is linear in each interval (k, k + l)(k = 0,1, 2, •). We put P(t) = 1 p(u)du, then, P(n) = (l/2)p 0 + Pi + + P»-i + (l/2)p w = P w as n -<^ when p w -^ oo and pJP n -• 0.
T. Singh [4] has proved the following theorems: 
We shall prove that we can replace the condition p n j by the more general one
If (p n ) is monotone, then the condition (3) is equivalent to
If (p n ) is decreasing, then (4) Thus we get / = o(l) and then we have proved the theorem.
THEOREM 2. If (p n ) is a positive sequence satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1 and ψ(t) = ΓI ψ.(u) \ du = o(p(l/t)/P(l/t))
as t -0 , We shall prove the following theorem: and then
Therefore, under the condition (9), the condition (10) is stronger than (11). If p decreases from 2, then (9) becomes weaker but (10) following McFadden [6] . We shall begin to estimate I n .
I ξ(x + 2t) -ξ(x) I ^ A-P(-) for all x in (t, π) .

LEMMA 3. ([2] and [1]) // λ(ί) is a positive increasing function on (1, oo) and feL
In ^ -=r--\ \ φ(t)(Σ Pk cos kt) cos nt dt 
(& + t)[φ(x + t)-φ(x -t)] + φ(x -t)fa(x + t) -= ξ,{x + t)Δ tψ + φ(x -t)A£ x ,
and then
By (9) and (10) Collecting above estimations, we get Σ?=i I *» -*n-i I < °°7
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